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Controversy: Simon Murray, 71, caused a storm when he said 'pregnant ladies have nine months off'

News that the London Stock Exchange is on the verge of a mammoth flotation didn€t spread quite as far as the Zambian mining
town of Mufulira.
Even if it had, it€s unlikely the townspeople there would have seen much cause for celebration.
While the rich seams of copper that lie deep in the ground beneath Mufulira have helped to make Swiss-based Glencore the
largest and wealthiest commodities trader in the world, the African townspeople are still struggling to get by on just a few dollars
a day.
This is barely enough even to feed their families, let alone pay for the medicine they need to treat the illnesses caused by the
dangerous levels of pollution spewed out by Glencore-controlled mines.
Thousands of miles away, in the oak-panelled boardrooms of London€s Square Mile, Glencore€s announcement that it is to
launch one of the biggest stock-market floats the City has ever seen • valuing the company at around ‚30ƒbillion • has caused
much controversy.
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The size of this secretive, shadowy company will see it propelled straight into the FTSE 100 index of the biggest British firms.
That means millions of Britons • whose pension pots are linked to the performance of the FTSE 100 • could find themselves
benefiting from the morally dubious activities that have brought such vast wealth to Glencore€s coffers.
Most British investors will focus on the huge profits Glencore generates • its ‚89ƒbillion turnover last year was more than the
GDP of New Zealand. But some, including the Church of England, whose investment portfolio helps pay for clergy pensions, are
already expressing concern about the enormous profits being generated by the firm at the expense of some of the world€s
poorest people.
Glencore is today expected to publish its flotation „prospectus€, including details of any legal actions and complaints levelled
against the company in the dozens of countries in which it operates.
But an investigation by the Mail has already uncovered evidence of the gut-wrenching impact of its operations on one
impoverished community.
In Zambia alone, Glencore is accused of manipulating its financial accounts in order to reduce its tax bill, deliberately depriving
that poverty-stricken nation of much-needed income.

Poor: A Mopani copper mine in Zambia where townspeople have just a few dollars a day to get by on - despite Glencore being the
largest and wealthiest commodities trader in the world

Indeed, the foul-smelling sulphur clouds that hang low over Mufulira are not the only thing about this obsessively secret company
leaving a bitter taste in the mouth.
The truth is that until now, most people would not have heard of Glencore • it€s only as a result of the proposed flotation that
questions about its practices are being asked.
The company is so notoriously secretive that when it published a few details about itself on its website seven years ago, industry
observers thought the information had been put up by mistake.
Its empire stretches from the jungles of Colombia to the plains of Australia. It makes its money from metals, minerals, oil, sugar,
grain • commodities that form the very building blocks of world trade. And, armed with the best possible knowledge of global
events, its traders buy these at the lowest possible price and sell at the highest possible mark-up.
The company revealed the extent of its grip on commodity markets last month, releasing figures showing it controls 60ƒper cent
of the world€s trade in zinc and 50ƒper cent in copper.
Glencore is involved with the commodities market at all levels, from mining to shipping and ultimately trading them • by which
method they make money by effectively betting on movements in the prices.
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Glencore: Swiss company have grown rich - while Zambians continue to live on a few dollars per day

Although the exact figure is unknown, the company hasn€t denied reports that it profited from betting that the price of Russian
grain would skyrocket last summer • as the former Soviet Union wrestled with a devastating drought.
Senior traders at the company even lobbied Moscow to impose a ban on the export of grain. The Kremlin did exactly that just
days later, sparking a surge in the value of the Russian wheat and corn Glencore had bought. This kind of incident is
unsurprising, for the story of the firm€s rise reads like the plot of a John le Carr… novel.
Its colourful British chairman, 71-year-old Simon Murray, is a former French foreign legionnaire who, in his 60s, was the oldest
man to reach the South Pole unassisted; he has survived being chased by a leopard and dodged machine-gun bullets during his
eventful career.
He had been in his post for a matter of days when he sparked a sexism storm by proclaiming his wariness over hiring women
because „pregnant ladies have nine months off€.
The chief executive is Ivan Glasenberg, whose stake in Glencore is estimated to be worth up to ‚6ƒbillion.
Glasenberg is at the centre of a web of oligarchs and multi-millionaires. His close friends include controversial British banking
heir Nat Rothschild, who stands to double the ‚25ƒmillion investment he made in Glencore in 2009 when it floats.

On board:Tony Hayward, the former BP boss, criticised for his handling of the oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico is a director

The Glencore boss€s contacts among the world€s super-elite also include the Russian oligarch Oleg Deripaska, who hosted both
George Osborne and Peter Mandelson on his yacht three years ago when they were guests of Rothschild at his estate in Corfu.
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The meetings led to an ugly spat and furiously denied allegations from Rothschild that Osborne had tried to secure a political
donation from the Russian.
A 54-year-old champion race-walker for both South Africa and Israel (he has dual nationality), Glasenberg runs and swims every
day to maintain his lean physique.
Selected colleagues accompany him on his early-morning jogs • some say under sufferance • to display their loyalty to the
workaholic Glencore „cult€.
Insiders say most are so work-obsessed that, despite their typical average basic salaries of ‚800,000, they have little time for
fripperies such as Ferraris or luxury holidays. Staff are said each to receive up to 500 emails a day, are constantly on call and
have to be prepared to fly to inhospitable parts of the world at a moment€s notice.
Another name on Glencore€s board of directors is Tony Hayward, the former BP boss reviled across the world for the
incompetent way he handled last year€s Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico.

But the most controversial twist to this story is that Glencore grew out of the business empire of a man cited in the biggest tax
fraud indictment in history.
American oil trader Marc Rich, who founded the company • originally named Marc Rich & Co • in 1974, arrived in the U.S. as
a small boy with his parents in 1941, having fled from the Nazis in Belgium. At the peak of his powers, he dominated the global
oil market.
He traded with African dictators, Cuban communists and, most notoriously, with Iran during the embargo on that country imposed
by America during the 1979-1981 hostage crisis.
He is also said to have financed operations by Mossad, the Israeli intelligence service.
Former Mossad chief Shabtai Shavit said Rich helped with the intelligence agency€s work in Yemen and Sudan in the Eighties,
when Israel was evacuating Jews from those countries.
His support for Israel, however, did not prevent him also doing deals with Islamic fundamentalists bent on the destruction of the
Jewish state. And he also made a ‚1.2billion profit selling oil to South Africa during the apartheid years, contrary to an
international trade embargo.
In 1983, he was charged by lawyer and future New York mayor Rudolph Giuliani with 51 crimes, including evading at least ‚29ƒ
million in taxes, racketeering, conspiracy and trading with the enemy, Iran.
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Bill Clinton eventually pardoned American oil trader Marc Rich

Rich fled to Switzerland, from where he evaded various attempts by the U.S. authorities to seize him. In 1994, he sold his
business empire, handing control to his long-time German associate, Willy Strothotte, who reinvented it as Glencore.
Rich was eventually pardoned in 2001 by President Clinton after lobbying by his former wife, a songwriter who has penned hits
for such stars as Celine Dion.
Today, Glencore may have eliminated all trace of Rich from its website, but his ghost haunts the company. Traders who worked
with Rich remain steeped in his philosophy of cut-throat negotiation over prices — operating in a murky world, albeit on the right
side of the law.
It is not a business for the faint-hearted. But Glencore’s sudden high profile raises important questions about the nature of
Britain’s FTSE index and the standards of corporate behaviour expected from firms that join its ranks.
Once, the FTSE 100 was led by household-name British companies, such as chemicals giant ICI, British Airways and Abbey
National. But now it is stacked with overseas operators, some of which are controlled by foreign governments.
City dealers are happy to welcome these newcomers since their arrival generates millions of pounds in fees for investment
bankers, lawyers and PR advisers. But the truth is that some of these energy and commodities firms operate in parts of the world
where attitudes to the environment and human rights are much laxer than in the UK.
Certainly, the inhabitants of the dusty copper township of Mufulira believe Glencore’s vast profits are made at their expense.
Economic necessity forces the men to work as miners for Glencore’s subsidiary, Mopani Mining Company. But they claim that
sulphur pollution — 70 times the maximum healthy limit set by the World Health Organisation — is poisoning the air and water.
Glencore counters by saying it has improved its environmental record and is investing heavily in a system to stop all sulphur
emissions by 2015.
But mining industry expert Anthony Lipmann, a former chairman of the Minor Metals Trade Association, who has visited Mufulira,
says toxic fumes are causing serious respiratory diseases — and creating acid rain that destroys crops and peels the paint off
the villagers’ homes. ‘When a sulphur storm goes by, people gag,’ he says. ‘It happens to every child and teacher in the local
school several times a day. They cover their faces to keep the smell out, but nothing can stop it.’

Glencore€s launch on the London Stock Exchange will generate millions
of pounds for each of its 485 directors • with a dozen of them each
getting more than ‚100ƒmillion
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In 2008, acid used in the process of smelting copper spilled into the local water supply. Glencore says it was cleared up in days,
but evidence collected by the charity Christian Aid suggests there were serious side-effects with lasting consequences.
One 22-year-old woman told how she drank the contaminated water while five months pregnant and collapsed. She was taken to
hospital, but later miscarried.
Dr Tony Simmonds, a British doctor who has visited Mufulira with Lipmann, says that although the Mopani Mining Company
used to invest in local infrastructure and hospitals, its commitment appears to be waning.
„It used to be that the mines undertook road repairs and construction in the community. That€s not happening now. They have
also downgraded the status of the mine hospital serving employees and their families,€ he says, having recently returned from his
fifth trip to the area.
In theory, tax revenues from the Mopani mines should flow back to the Zambian government, to be spent on schools and
hospitals for its people.
But a report by respected global accountancy firm Grant Thornton, leaked to the Mail, says that Mopani€s statement of how much
it spends to run the mine „cannot be trusted€.
On the basis of this, five campaign groups for economic fairness • Sherpa, the Centre for Trade Policy and Development, the
Berne Declaration, l€Entraide Missionnaire and Mining Watch • have filed a complaint with the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD), the international economics watchdog, about claims of tax avoidance by Glencore.
It is alleged that Glencore has overstated its costs and underestimated the amount of metals it produces, thus resulting in a low
tax bill.
It also claims Mopani is selling its copper at artificially low prices to its parent company Glencore in Switzerland. The copper can
then be sold on by Glencore from Switzerland, where it not only fetches a higher price, but where Glencore also pays lower
taxes.
The process of moving a commodity like this from one country to another to reduce a firm€s tax bill runs contrary to the OECD€s
guidelines, which are designed to ensure proper international standards of business. While this method is not illegal, it deprives
the people of Zambia of tax revenues which should rightly be theirs.
Glencore€s already favourable trading conditions in Zambia are the result of a contract signed with former president Frederick
Chiluba, who was found guilty in a London court in 2007 of stealing ‚23ƒmillion from his own people.
The great tragedy is that the Zambian miners pay more income tax between them than the total amount paid in corporate taxes
by mining companies • the second biggest of which is Mopani.
Glencore says it „refutes€ the conclusions of the Grant Thornton report as incomplete and based on flawed analysis and
assumptions. But to what extent British investors can continue to turn a blind eye to the controversy remains to be seen once
Glencore has entered the FTSE 100.
One investment fund, which declined to be named, said it had still not decided if it could put its clients€ money into Glencore with
a clear conscience.
Meanwhile, the charity Christian Aid plans to make its feelings about Glencore known in the City, with its economic adviser Dr
David McNair declaring: „We will be approaching major potential investors in the company, to encourage them to ask questions
about Glencore€s tax practices.€
Glencore€s launch on the London Stock Exchange will generate millions of pounds for each of its 485 directors • with a dozen of
them each getting more than ‚100ƒmillion.
One aspect of the business plan behind the flotation is to give Glencore even more financial firepower • with the company said
to be planning a massive shopping spree of international mining interests.
But millions of Britons who will benefit from these deals through their retirement funds know little about the dusty Zambian town
where others suffer to pay for them.
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And these are the people running the world not any of the elected puppets who front for them in parliaments all over the world.
They have to exploit countries where the education levels are low and mass poverty a daily fact , once a country becomes
educated they realise what is going on...is the reason for the mass dumbing down of our education system ?
- kayerunrig, lincoln, 04/5/2011 11:52
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GREED HAS NO CONSCIENCE.
- Alan, Huddersfield, 04/5/2011 11:33
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Enough here to make you want to be physically sick.
- JS, Hertfordshire, 04/5/2011 10:40
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How can an article with a massive inaccuracy in the very first paragraph have any credibility. Mufulira is a great place and by no
stretch of the imagination is it a village, nor are the residents "villagers". I lived in Muf but worked a lot in the bush, I would be
happy to show the reporters some proper villagers.
- Stephen Smith, Whiteley UK, 04/5/2011 10:36
Click to rate
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Have the writers actually visited the town? I'll bet they have not. Like too many journalists they look for information on the internet
and accept it as fact. If the company makes millions that will benefit our pensioners that is brilliant. 'Glencore says it ‘refutes’ the
conclusions of the Grant Thornton report as incomplete and based on flawed analysis and assumptions.' I suspect that the usual
liberal journalists don't really care - all they want is a good story regardless of whether or not the information is correct.
- sophie, belfast, 04/5/2011 10:29
Click to rate
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If Murray and his Directors think that this is a good time to float the company, you can bet that they think that commodity prices,
especially metals, are now unsustainably high and are due to slump back to more historically reasonable levels before too long.
The current crazy prices of oil, copper, cocoa, wheat, etc. are NOT supported by an imbalance of demand over supply.
Speculators piling into these markets have driven prices ever higher but these bubbles never last. Tomorrow, there will be
somewhere else for all the dodgy money sloshing around the world to go, chasing ever more profit - property, art, equities, who
knows? We've seen it all before.
- Robineff, Hampshire, 04/5/2011 10:18
Click to rate
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How nice to know that the slave trade has not been abolished,and is alive and well.
- Norman Miles, Zhuhai.China, 04/5/2011 09:42
Click to rate
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Report abuse
This is a matter fore the government of Zambia which is responsible for the welfare of its people. This is not a problem of
capitalism, it is a reflection on the soprt of government the peoples of Africa have wished on themselves in the name of
anti-colonialism. They wanted to be independent, tough on them.
- Tory but ex-Conservative, Havant ENGLAND, 04/5/2011 08:46
Click to rate
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Not withstanding the Greed article Let’s have a few facts here I worked on the mines in Zambia for 16 years Mufuliara being one
of them It is not a village but the largest underground mine in the World with a town and facilities as big as Barnsley some would
say better than Barnsley Expat Population circa 1000 locals 100000+ some village When it was Roan Consolidated it was high
pollution but not life threatening or we expats would not have had such a wonderful life also enjoyed by the locals Africans did
any thing they could to work there At Nkana down the roan an Anglo American Mine the acid plant was a joke fouling the air
however the town ships did not suffer or they would have been moved The only people who exploited the local Africans were the
Chinese – believe me local welfare was paramount in Zambia with the highest safety standards – far in excess of British Coal at
the time So please do not spoil a good article by hysterical nonsense
- Jo Simbanba, Sutton Uk, 04/5/2011 08:10
Click to rate
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Writing articles like this is probably quite courageous but also pointless, and the three commodities which make it so - money
and power and greed. Ask those who benefit from these, from management to pension funds or pension recipients, if they would
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be willing to see their remunerations reduced for ethical reasons and you won't be able to make out the reply for the indignant
spluttering and patronising economics.
- r. bowie, neath, s.wales, 04/5/2011 08:03
Click to rate
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